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In using a drug of the nature of thyroid, it is necessary 
that the patient should have the best possible diet in order 
that the processes of combustion may go on. If the drug 
is doing its work in the tissues, the appetite will increase. 
Hunger can be an excellent test of a healthy metabolism. 

Thyroid extract, even if used with S.l. and record of 
body weight as guides, will occasionally cause lepra reaction. 
But this, even though severe, will be beneficial to the patient. 
After such a reaction, it is advisable to cease giving thyroid 
for some weeks. It is just possible that the patient's own 
thyroid gland has been stimulated. We must, therefore, 
take this into consideration. 

Another method by which we can improve metabolism 
in our leprosy cases is by physical exercise, that is, manual 
work rationed according to the amount a patient can do. 
By this immunity is slowly acquired and the preparations 
which have been injected are better assimilated. Garden 
and field work provide all grades of labour. It is pleasing 
to watch how dependent on their work patients gradually 
become and how much they like it. As is evidenced among 
men who undertake heavy work, acidosis decreases and there 
is development of the muscles and other tissues . 

In leprosy treatment, therefore, no single method can be 
adhered to. Even when we have utilised all our resources, 
we still find in many cases a residium of the disease-" the 
last four anna's worth "-which may resist our efforts. 
But whatever treatment is chosen, the aim is the same, 
namely, by any means at our hand, to secure, maintain and 
increase the general good health of the patient so that he 
himself is able by natural physiological processes to throw off 
th e disease. 

Survey of 105 Villages in the Livingstone 
District, N orthern Rhodesia. 

WHEN in Livingstone, Northern Rhodesia, I visited a few villages 
in company with Mr. Farquhar B. Macrae and demonstrated 
a rough method of leprosy survey. Mr. Macrae, when on tour 
of the villages in his district, continued the survey on the lines 

I had indicated, and this note is published in the hope that those who are 
on " safari " will be stimulated to take an interest in leprosy. Leprosy 
lends itself to rapid surveys of this kind, and in the average village of Mrica 
it is not difficult to collect the villagers together and examine them for 
leprosy. The people are generally not opposed to such examinations, and 
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as they can generally recognise leprosy it is a fairly easy matter to divide 
up cases into the types here indicated . 

It is seen in this survey that out of a population of 7,741, 101 suffered 
from leprosy, giving an incidence of 1 ·3 per cent. As it has been generally 
held that there is very little leprosy in and around Livingstone, such a 
percenta/>e is rather startling. If, however, the figures are examined it will 
be seen that out of 101 cases only four are in the highly contagious stage 
and 1 3  (raised patches) are presumably in the mildly infective stage That 
is 17 per cent. are open cases and 83 per cent. are closed. This is suggestive 
that while the incidence of leprosy is fairly high yet the type is not so severe. 
It would be interesting to discover whether in a known leprous area these 
percentages would be reversed. The point is that while an incidence of 1 per 
cent. is high, yet an area where 83 per cent. are closed cases is not so dangerous 
from the public health point of view, as one where open cases were over 
50 per cent. Further, if these 83 cases were largely adults the assumption 
is that the community in this area is highly resistant. If the percentage of 
open cases was high, and the majority of early cases were children or adoles
cents then the disease should be actively combated, for it would be suggested 
that the population had a low resistance to the disease . 

These few remarks I trust will stimulate Medical Officers, Missionaries 
and others to study and investigate leprosy along such lines. Such figures 
for an area of supposedly low incidence are rather surprising and one is 
constrained to ask, if these are the rough figures for the district around 
Livingstone, what would they be if known heavily infected areas such; as 
Basutoland were thus surveyed. The following table is a summary of the 
statistics furnished by Mr. Macrae ;-
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